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A B S T R A C T

Nowadays, humankind undergoes intensive efforts to minimize the environmental pollution worldwide. One
main challenge is the reduction of chemicals based on mineral oil and petroleum by the employment of sus-
tainable and environment-friendly alternatives. A promising candidate is cellulose, which is a green, sustainable
and abundant polymer. Cellulose can be treated physically and chemically to obtain tailored properties, which
enable the employment of cellulose in industrial processes, such as flotation. Nonetheless, the structure of
cellulose, which differs substantially from conventional flotation reagents, leads to different behaviour in ore
dressing and in subsequent particle-bubble attachment. Therefore, the interactions between cellulose and the
minerals under different conditions is investigated using the Derjaguin-Landau, Verwey-Overbeek (DLVO)
theory, comprising van-der-Waals and electrostatic interactions, and the results are put in context with flotation
recoveries using a single gas capillary Hallimond tube. The results obtained indicate that van-der-Waals inter-
actions are dominant at very close distances and electrostatic interactions at distances of several nanometres
between cellulose and the minerals. Accordingly, this study illuminates that the occurrence of physisorption
phenomena between cellulose and the minerals and efficient particle-bubble attachment depend on electrostatic
interactions between them.

1. Introduction

Since the beginning of this century the research on cellulose as a
resource of green, sustainable, environment-friendly and biodegradable
chemical was significantly enhanced (Klemm et al., 2005; Kümmerer
et al., 2011; Siqueira et al., 2010; Siró and Plackett, 2010). Conse-
quently, various synthesis routes were developed treating cellulose
physically and chemically to reduce the size of fibres to a nano scale
and incorporate functional groups and organic components into the
cellulose structure to gain tailored properties (Sirviö et al., 2016; Jin
et al., 2014). The behaviour of cellulose enables its use in industrial
processes for replacing mineral oil and petroleum based chemicals,
which become more and more subjected to legislative restrictions. A
process conceivable for the use of cellulose nanocrystals (CNCs) is the
flotation process which aims the separation of solids immersed in water
by attachment of solid particles to air bubbles passing through the pulp
(Albijanic et al., 2014; Laitinen et al., 2014). Therefore, the surface
wetting properties of microparticles usually have to be adjusted by
means of reagents, which adsorb on their surfaces and render them
more hydrophobic (Rudolph and Hartmann, 2017). This process is well
known and often used for separating minerals, but the replacement of

conventional amphiphilic reagents by CNCs is limited by understanding
and re-evaluation of fundamentals and in the implementation of the
flotation process. Especially because the flotation process urges special
demands such as the environment friendliness, the selective adsorption
of flotation reagents on mineral surfaces and the sufficient change in
their wetting properties (Vidyadhar and Hanumantha Rao, 2007;
Holysz and Chibowski, 1992). The present main advantage of CNCs is
the environment friendliness, however, to our knowledge only few
studies have been implemented with the aim to use CNCs as a collector
in flotation process (Laitinen et al., 2014; Hartmann et al., 2016;
Laitinen et al., 2016). The reason may be the still costly and time-
consuming synthesis of CNCs, which limits the amount of produced
CNCs and the reproducibility of batches in terms of obtaining standard
properties of CNCs, leading to complex structures of CNCs, comprising
of various sizes and shapes and random distributions of functional
groups. Nonetheless, the intensified research and development on the
synthesis of CNCs will make the production of sufficient quantity and
quality of CNCs more feasible in future.

By contrast with conventional collector molecules, which usually
possess an amphiphilic structure, CNCs are morphologically and che-
mically heterogeneous particles. Despite the reduction of the size of
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cellulose fibres to a nano scale it exceeds that of conventional reagents
and in combination with the morphological heterogeneity of fibres re-
sults in a complex behaviour of CNCs. The morphology of CNCs consists
of a rod-like shape of cellulose fibres and a random distribution of
functional groups on their surface, which complicates the prediction of
the interactions between CNCs and various phases (Hartmann et al.,
2016; Kozlova and Santore, 2006). The DLVO theory is therefore used
for deriving the forces acting between cellulose and the minerals at
certain distances depending on the orientation of CNCs (Leistner et al.,
2017). The electrostatic forces were determined analysing the electric
surface potential and charge detected by electrophoretic mobility
measurements of either pure CNCs or minerals, and CNC-mineral
mixtures under defined conditions (Fuerstenau, 2005; Hubbe and Rojas,
2008). Based on the interaction forces between CNCs and the minerals
the feasibility of a selective adsorption is analyzed and the relation
between interaction energies and flotabilities investigated, showing no
general correlation, which is explained by the random distribution of
free surface charges in the heterogeneous structure of CNCs. Previous
studies have shown that the surface free energy distributions of CNC-
coated minerals under dry conditions do not correlate with their flot-
ability, which was related to the different state of the amine groups
being deprotonated in dry atmosphere and may be partly protonated
under aqueous conditions (Hartmann et al., 2017). The focus of the
investigations implemented in this study is on interaction forces be-
tween CNCs and the minerals under aqueous conditions to estimate the
probability of sufficiently great adsorption of CNCs on mineral surfaces
and their use as a flotation reagent including the effects of pH and the
background salt solutions. Thus the interactions between two different
aminated CNCs and quartz (QRZ) or hematite (HEM) were studied
using the DLVO theory to predict the strength of attraction or repulsion
between CNCs and the minerals. Subsequently, the flotability of both
minerals under the same conditions was tested using a single gas ca-
pillary Hallimond tube. The role of the randomly distributed free sur-
face charges of CNCs on particle-bubble attachment is discussed in
terms of the net electric surface potential or charge of CNC-coated
minerals. A high degree of protonation of the amine groups generally
leads to an overcompensation of the electric surface potential or charge
of the minerals and the hydration of the free surface charges to the
formation of a stable water film on mineral surfaces preventing particle-
bubble attachment. Consequently, the efficiency of CNCs in flotation
processes is optimised in the case where free surface charges are present
to interact with the mineral surface, but as few as possible free surface
charges are oriented towards the aqueous solution, leading to the for-
mation of a stable hydration layer on mineral surfaces.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Minerals

Quartz (QRZ) (Sibelco, Nilsiä, Finland) and hematite (HEM) (Yara
Ltd., Finland) used were separated in two size fractions, one coarse
fraction to be used for flotation experiments and one fine fraction for
electrophoretic mobility studies. The raw material was classified with
an e200 LS air jet sieve (Hosokawa Alpine, Germany) using a 125 µm
sieve as upper size limit and 63 µm as lower. The fraction obtained was
as a batch of 10 g dispersed in de-mineralized water, treated with ul-
trasound for 3min, subsequently transferred on a 63 µm sieve and
washed with de-mineralized water for removing fines. The fraction left
on the sieve was dried at 75 °C in an oven overnight and used for flo-
tation experiments. For electrophoretic mobility tests the raw material
was ground in a Retsch ball mill (PM 200) using 50 g of mineral in each
grinding jar (15 vol-%) and 7 stainless steel balls with a diameter of
20 mm at 500 rpm for 5min. The particle size distributions were de-
termined by laser diffraction analysis (Beckman Coulter LS 320, USA).
The specific surface areas of both fractions were analyzed using the
Brunauer-Emmet-Teller (Sspec) method (ASAP 2020 N2, micromeritics)

and the granulometric properties are summarized in Table 1. The he-
matite was finer in both fractions, which can be explained by the fi-
neness of the raw material. For the following calculations the Sauter
diameters (D3,2) determined by the BET-method were used as para-
meters for the sizes of the mineral particles.

2.2. Cellulose nanocrystals

For a more detailed description of the synthesis route for aminated
CNCs the reader should consult further literature (Hartmann et al.,
2016; Visanko et al., 2014). Two CNCs, namely butylamine- (BAC) and
hexylamine- (HAC) cellulose nanocrystal, were obtained as diluted
suspension of 0.1 wt-% of dry CNCs relative to the total mass of the
suspension. CNCs were analyzed by means of transmission electron
microscopy (Tecnai G2 Spirit transmission electron microscope, FEI
Europe, Eindhoven, the Netherlands) to measure the lengths and widths
of in total 150 individual cellulose crystals using a Quemesa CCD
camera with iTEM image analysis software (Olympus Soft Image So-
lutions GmbH, Germany). The measurements led to mean values with
confidence intervals for the lengths of CNCs of 137 nm ± 6 nm and for
the diameters of 5 nm ± 0.2 nm. These values were used in following
calculations. The bigger sizes of CNCs relative to conventional collector
molecules raise the question if the interactions between CNCs and a
mineral surface have to be defined as adsorption or attachment. Given
that the used CNCs are in nano scale, and for the simplification of terms
employed and to avoid equivocation, they adsorb on mineral surfaces
and CNC-coated minerals attach to air bubbles during flotation studies
or not. The concentration of amine groups in the cellulose structure was
analyzed with a 2400 Series II CHNS/O Elemental Analyser (Perki-
nElmer, USA). For the interpretation of the profound effect of randomly
distributed free surface charges of CNCs on the adsorption on the mi-
nerals, and subsequently on particle-bubble attachment, the con-
centrations of amines of BAC and HAC and their degrees of protonation
are given in Table 2. A likely reason for a higher degree of protonation
of BAC is the shorter alkyl chain length relative to HAC. The longer the
alkyl chain of an amine the weaker the interactions with hydronium
ions due to the shielding of the amine groups by the alkyl chains or-
iented towards the aqueous solution (Hartmann et al., 2016). Further-
more, the alkyl chains are also responsible for the inevitable distance
between amine groups of CNCs and surfaces of the mineral particles.

Table 1
Size quantiles and specific surface areas and Sauter diameters (D3,2) of quartz
and hematite fractions based on particle size distributions and the Brunauer-
Emmet-Teller method.

Granulometric properties Quartz (QRZ) Hematite (HEM)

Fine Coarse Fine Coarse

D10/µm 1.3 12.9 0.3 2.9
D50/µm 6.1 57.6 3.7 53.2
D90/µm 21.2 110.2 17.4 94.8
D3,2/µm 1.3 9.7 0.4 0.8
Sspec,calc/m2g−1 0.772 0.17 1.354 0.456
Sspec,BET/m2g−1 1.7009 0.2326 2.9299 1.4815

Table 2
Amine concentrations and degrees of protonation of amine groups of BAC and
HAC dependent on the pH (Hartmann et al., 2016); * estimated values.

BAC HAC

Amine concentration in mmol/g 0.59 0.82

Degree of protonation in% pH 3 100* 100*

pH 5 98 98
pH 7 68 54
pH 9 38 1
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2.3. Electrophoretic mobility

The electrophoretic mobility of CNCs and the minerals was mea-
sured with a Delsa Nano C (Beckman Coulter, USA) as a function of pH
and the background salt solutions. To prepare sample the pH value of
one liter de-mineralized water was adjusted to either 3, 5, 7, or 9 using
diluted NaOH or HCl solutions and kept constant for 24 h.
Subsequently, the background salts were added, obtaining either
10mM NaCl or 1mM MgSO4 solutions without any further re-adjust-
ment of pH (Parsons et al., 2011). For the measurements of pure phases
either 10mg of the minerals or 50 µl of CNC solutions, representing a
solid concentration of 1.67mg/l, were suspended in 30ml of a back-
ground salt solution and stirred for one minute. In the case of mixtures
of CNCs and the minerals 10 mg of the mineral was mixed for one
minute with 15 µl CNC solution in the case of QRZ or with 25 µl CNC
solution in the case of HEM in 30ml in a background salt solution to
coat theoretically 10% of the mineral surfaces with a monolayer of
CNCs. After mixing the sample was standing still for two minutes, al-
lowing coarse particles to settle down and CNCs to condition, before
approximately 3ml of the sample was transferred to the device. The
temperature was kept constant at 25 °C during six measurements based
on duplicates of each sample. For determining the electric surface (zeta-
) potential the Einstein-Smoluchowski equation was used (Delgado
et al., 2007; Zembala, 2004).

= −η u
ε ε
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where η is the dynamic viscosity of water at 25 °C, uel.-phor. the detected
electrophoretic mobility, ε0 the permittivity of a vacuum and εrel the
relative permittivity of water. The results of the electrophoretic mobi-
lity tests of pure phases were used to derive the electrostatic double-
layer forces. Furthermore, the results obtained from the mixtures of
CNCs and minerals were used to calculate the electric surface potential
and charge of CNC-coated minerals, which was correlated with flotation
recoveries. The electric surface (zeta-) potentials of the pure phases
examined over pH is shown in Fig. 1.

2.4. The DLVO theory

To determine interactions between CNCs and the minerals quanti-
tatively by means of the DLVO theory, the Hamaker constants of CNCs
and minerals and the electric surface potentials or charges of these

phases under different conditions obtained by the electrophoretic mo-
bility measurements were used. The values for the non-retarded
Hamaker constants (AH,i) in an aqueous solution are shown in Table 3.

Furthermore, the orientations of CNCs and the sizes of particles
were taken into consideration for the calculations of the interaction
energies. Consequently, the orientations of rod-like CNCs were chosen
to be either the spherical when the cellulose particle is perpendicular to
the mineral surfaces (Dspher) or cylindrical when it is parallel to or lying
on the mineral surfaces (Dcyl). Thus the spherical orientation represents
the minimum possible area of interaction (Sint) between cellulose par-
ticles and the minerals and the cylindrical its maximum. At the same
time, the Sauter diameters for quartz and hematite, used for electro-
phoretic mobility and flotation experiments, were employed as char-
acteristic spatial dimensions for calculations of the interaction energies
dependent on the distance (h) between the solid phases. The equation
used for the calculation of van-der-Waals interactions (Eint,vdW) be-
tween CNCs and the minerals immersed in water is given by (Butt and
Kappl, 2010):
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In the case of the determination of electrostatic interactions be-
tween CNCs and the minerals the different Debye lengths (1/κ) of the
background salt solutions have to be previously calculated by (Delgado
et al., 2007):
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where e is the elementary charge, kB the Boltzmann-constant, T the
absolute temperature, ci the concentration of the background salts in
ion per m3 and zi the valency of these ions. The electrostatic interac-
tions are computed using the constant electric surface potential as their
lower limit and the constant electric surface charge as upper (Nguyen
and Schulze, 2004). Due to the low concentrations of the background
salt solutions the zeta-potential was used as substitute for the electric
surface potential (Ψ) of the analyzed sample (Delgado et al., 2007).
Furthermore, the electric surface potential and charge of the coarse and
fine particles of a mineral phase is assumed as equal. With the calcu-
lated Debye lengths and the measured electric surface potentials the
electrostatic interactions between dissimilar spherical particles are
given by (Butt and Kappl, 2010):
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The electric surface charge was obtained using the Grahame equa-
tion (Butt and Kappl, 2010):
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Fig. 1. Dependence of the electric surface (zeta-) potential distributions of QRZ,
HEM, BAC, and HAC dispersed in NaCl (dark) and MgSO4 (bright) background
salt solutions on pH; error bars are 95% confidence intervals and lines to guide
the eyes.

Table 3
Hamaker constants of cellulose, quartz, and hematite with water as intervening
phase and water with a vacuum as intervening phase.

Phase Hamaker constant in 10−21 J Reference

Cellulose 3.5 Notley et al. (2004)
Quartz 4.6 Ackler et al. (1996)
Hematite 13 Mylon et al. (2004)
Water 36.6 Subbaraman et al. (2008)
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Subsequently, the electrostatic interactions between dissimilar
spherical particles based on the constant electric surface charge are
given by (Butt and Kappl, 2010):
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Finally, the interaction energy is the sum of both components
Eint = Eint,vdW+ Eint.el. Consequently, the integration of the function of
interaction energy over distance leads to the adsorption energy (Eads).
Therefore, exponential laws were applied to fit the interaction energies
versus the distance in accordance to obtain the highest coefficient of
determination. Subsequently, the adsorption energies were computed
for various intervals and multiplied with the areas of interaction be-
tween CNCs and the minerals to obtain the interaction forces between
them by:

= −F E
Sint

ads

int (7)

2.5. Hallimond tube flotation

A single gas capillary Hallimond tube with a total volume of 200ml
flotation pulp and an airflow rate of 75 cm3/min was used for flotation
experiments with the same background salt solutions as used for the
electrophoretic mobility tests. In each experiment, 1 g of mineral was
dispersed in 50ml background solution and the CNC concentration for
QRZ set to 0.5 mg/l and for HEM to 3mg/l in order to occupy theo-
retically 10% of the mineral surfaces as a monolayer. The suspension
was conditioned for 5min and transferred to the flotation cell. The
flotation cell was filled with background salt solution and the flotation
immediately started. Flotation time was 10min and subsequently the
overflow and underflow collected. The aqueous solution was removed
by vacuum filtration and the mineral sample dried in an oven overnight
at 40 °C. The mass was determined by an analysis balance (Mettler
Toledo AE200, Switzerland) to obtain the flotation recoveries. The ex-
periments were performed in triplicates.

3. Results and discussion

The adsorption of flotation reagents is an important phenomenon
within the flotation process. It is based on the energies acting between
flotation reagents and mineral phases immersed in water and the
knowledge about attractive or repulsive interactions is needed to pre-
dict the adsorption behaviour. Therefore, the interaction energies be-
tween HAC and the minerals are shown as a function of pH, background
salt solution, orientation of CNCs and distance in Fig. 2, based on the
DLVO theory using either the constant electric surface potentials or
charges. The results obtained for BAC are presented in Supplement A
due to the similarity of the results. Furthermore, the particle sizes of the
minerals led to approximately equal results and had no consequence on
the interaction energies, and thus only the plots for the coarse fractions
are depicted used in flotation experiments.

The results indicate that the orientation of CNCs has a profound
effect on the strength of the interactions leading to an approximately
tenfold stronger attraction and repulsion when the CNCs approach the
mineral surface parallely instead of perpendicularly. This is explained
by the greater interaction areas between CNCs and the minerals. At the
same time, the use of the constant surface charges led to stronger in-
teractions between CNCs and the minerals in NaCl and MgSO4 solutions
relative to the constant electric surface potentials. In general, CNCs and
QRZ attract each other throughout the whole set of chosen conditions
while CNCs and HEM repel each other at a distance of several nan-
ometers at pH 3 and 5, because CNCs are positively charged and QRZ
negatively charged throughout the entire pH range examined while

HEM has its isoelectric point between pH 5 and 7. Consequently, when
CNCs and HEM possess same-signed surface charges at pH values lower
than the isoelectric point of HEM, an electrostatic repulsion occurs
which exceeds the van-der-Waals attractions at distances approximately
between 1 and 10 nm. When the constant electric surface potentials are
applied both interactions, attraction as well as repulsion, between CNCs
and the minerals were reduced in MgSO4 relative to the interactions in
the NaCl solutions at close distances, due to the competitive interaction
of dissolved ions with the free surface charges of the minerals leading to
a reduction of their electrostatic surface potential. However, at dis-
tances of several nanometers the interaction energies in MgSO4 were
stronger relative to NaCl solutions, due to lower concentrations leading
to smaller compensations for electrostatic interactions with increasing
distance between CNCs and the minerals. Therefore, the attractions
between CNCs and the minerals are stronger in NaCl than MgSO4 so-
lutions at closest approach (distance of 0.1 nm) while with increasing
distance the situation is reversed. By contrast, the interaction energies
between CNCs and the minerals based on the constant electric surface
charge show a general reduction when dispersed in MgSO4 solutions at
any distance, and consequently the strongest interactions between them
were obtained in NaCl solutions. Interestingly, the interactions between
CNCs and HEM in NaCl solutions were repulsive at pH 3 and 5 even at a
close distance of 0.3 nm (see insets in Fig. 2). Thus the interactions
between Mg2+ and SO4

2− ions and CNCs or minerals, respectively,
were significantly stronger relative to Na+ and Cl− ions, leading to the
compensation of free surface charges and smaller interaction energies.
Accordingly, the kosmotropic effect of SO4

2+ and the chaotropic effect
of Cl− ions on the stability of amines plays a minor role under the low
background salt concentrations examined, but the change of the electric
surface potential or charge of the minerals in different background salt
solutions is dominant (see Fig. 1) (Kumar and Venkatesu, 2014;
Schwierz et al., 2013). Furthermore, the interaction energies of HAC
and the minerals is slightly stronger relative to BAC due to a higher
electrophoretic mobility between pH 3 and 7 based on a higher con-
centration of protonated amine groups (see Table 2). The presence of
various functional groups, such has aldehyde or hydroxyl groups, has
also an effect on the electrophoretic mobility of CNCs. Especially at
higher pH values when amine groups are deprotonated the negative
potential of other functional groups counteract the positive potential of
amines (Hubbe and Rojas, 2008). Therefore, the attractive energies may
be slightly higher under alkaline conditions, however, the assumption is
made that the magnitude of the change in electrostatic interactions due
to its chemical heterogeneity does not significantly change the results
presented in this study. Furthermore, the electric surface potential or
charge detected by electrophoretic mobility represents a mean value,
however due to the chemical heterogeneity, a spatial fluctuation of the
electric potential and charge exists over the surface of CNCs (Kozlova
and Santore, 2006; Santore and Kozlova, 2007; Bendersky et al., 2015).
Consequently, functional groups may form a local negative surface
potential, which surpass the mean positive surface potential of CNCs
leading to repulsive interactions hindering the adsorption of them on
the mineral surface. For this study, the effects of functional groups
present as randomly distributed patches on the CNC surface forming a
negative electric potential in water are assumed negligible. The con-
dition under which functional groups with negative electric potential
may have an effect on CNC-mineral interactions is between HAC and
minerals at pH 9, due to the almost complete deprotonation of amine
groups. This will be considered in the following discussions.

For investigating the efficiency of CNCs to adsorb selectively on a
mineral surface, the interaction forces acting between HAC and the
minerals at close distances down to 0.1 nm are shown in Fig. 3. The
results for BAC interacting with minerals are similar to HAC and given
in the supplementary material (Supplement B). Once more, the sizes of
the minerals had no significant effect on the results, and thus only re-
sults for the coarse fraction used in flotation experiments are shown.

The orientation of CNCs has a significant effect on the adsorption
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forces, which is an important finding because CNCs are not tightly
bound to the mineral surface after physisorption but can possibly move
and thus change the area of interaction. Accordingly, the results for the
spherical orientation of CNCs are approximately 10–30 times lower
than for the cylindrical, in the range of few pico-Newton only. In the
case of the constant electric surface potential the attraction forces are
maximum between HAC and QRZ at pH 7 in MgSO4 solutions due to the
long-range electrostatic interactions between them, based on the lower
concentrations of MgSO4 relative to NaCl leading to longer Debye
lengths. This condition represents the optimum for electrostatic at-
tractions due to a reduction of free positive surface charges on CNCs
and an increase of free negative surface charges on QRZ with increasing
pH value. Nonetheless, CNCs and QRZ attract each other under all
conditions examined, which could possibly lead to the occurrence of
adsorption. In the case of HEM, the interaction forces obtained are
generally weaker relative to QRZ, and under acidic conditions repulsive
while under alkaline conditions attractive. The strongest attractive
forces occur at pH 7 for both CNCs and the strongest repulsive forces
obtained for BAC at pH 3 in NaCl solutions and for HAC at pH 5 in
MgSO4. The results based on the constant electric surface charge show
stronger attractive forces between CNCs and QRZ and stronger inter-
action forces between CNCs and HEM under NaCl solutions relative to
MgSO4, due to the stronger compensation for the electric surface charge
of particles by MgSO4. Consequently, the occurrence of physisorption of
CNCs on HEM may be suspended under acidic conditions, due to the
electrostatic repulsion acting between particles with same-signed sur-
face charges. For determining if attractive forces are sufficiently strong
to enable an adequate adsorption density under basic conditions de-
pends on the orientation of CNCs. In Fig. 4, the required adsorption
density of HAC on the minerals to lift a particle in aqueous solution is

shown dependent on the orientation of adsorbed CNCs. Therefore, the
number of CNCs was calculated which is required to equalize the
gravitational force of the mineral by the interaction forces between
CNCs and the minerals when the CNC-coated mineral would be at-
tached to an air bubble in water. The adsorption forces between CNCs
and the minerals at an estimated distance of 0.3 nm were used, due to
the hydrocarbon chains separating the amine groups of physisorbed
CNCs from mineral surfaces. The Sauter diameters of the coarse frac-
tions of the minerals are used, which allow the estimation of adsorption
densities of CNCs required for the flotation of them. The results of BAC
are shown in Supplement C.

The adsorption densities theoretically required for QRZ are sig-
nificantly smaller than for HEM due to the lower specific gravity of QRZ
relative to HEM and stronger electrostatic attractions with CNCs.
Furthermore, the theoretical adsorption densities required for CNCs on
QRZ are smaller in MgSO4 solutions using the electric surface potential,
while it is lower in NaCl using the electric surface charge. In the case of
HEM, the mass of adsorbed CNCs theoretically required is smaller in
NaCl solutions relative to MgSO4 based on both, electric surface po-
tential and charge. The smallest adsorption density of HAC on QRZ
required to lift the QRZ particle through the pulp is theoretically
0.18mg/g (i.e. 180 g/t) at pH 7. Furthermore, assuming a cylindrical
orientation of adsorbed HAC on QRZ, a maximum required adsorption
density sufficient to lift the mineral up to the froth phase is 500 g/t,
which is in the same range as for conventional reagents (Vidyadhar and
Hanumantha Rao, 2007; Rahman et al., 2012). The only exception is at
pH 9 due to almost vanished free surface charges of CNCs leading only
to a weak attraction between CNC and QRZ (500–1000 g/t). In the case
of a spherical orientation, the theoretical adsorption densities required
for CNCs on QRZ are about ten times higher and in the same range as

Fig. 2. Energy of interactions between HAC approaching the mineral surfaces of QRZ (grey) or HEM (red) in the spherical (left) or cylindrical (right) orientation in
background salt solutions dependent on the constant electric surface potential (above) or charge (below). The insets show the interaction energies between cellulose
and minerals over pH at a distance of 0.3 nm; lines to guide the eyes.
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ones required to lift a HEM particle when the CNCs are oriented cy-
lindrically, which is about 1000–2000 g/t. Thus the required adsorption
densities of CNCs for QRZ are significantly smaller than for HEM to lift
a mineral particle to the froth phase during the flotation process, ex-
cluding hydrodynamic conditions. Consequently, the results indicate
that even with the assumption of similar adsorption densities the se-
lective flotation of QRZ from a QRZ-HEM mixture may be possible, due
to the stronger attraction between CNCs and QRZ and the lower re-
quired adsorption density for QRZ relative to HEM.

Fig. 5 shows the correlation between interaction forces between
cylindrical oriented CNCs and minerals with flotation recoveries when
the phases are 0.3 nm apart from each other in water. The results based
on the spherical orientation of CNCs are shown in Supplement D.

A trend of an increased flotability with stronger interaction force is
generally shown, indicating an increase of adsorbed CNCs with in-
creasing interaction forces. However, there are further parameters
tremendously affecting the flotability of minerals, which are not con-
sidered in these plots leading to relatively low coefficients of determi-
nation. Furthermore, the plots represent the maximum interaction
forces between CNCs and the minerals based on the cylindrical or-
ientation of CNCs, which cannot be assumed to occur in any case.
Nevertheless, Fig. 5 shows the insufficient coverage of HEM with CNCs
which leads to poor flotabilities. By contrast, high flotation recoveries
were obtained for QRZ but the correlation of interaction forces with
flotabilities was quite poor. Especially for constant electric surface
charges the increased repulsive interactions with HEM reduced the
coefficient of determination of the linear fit relative to the data ob-
tained by constant electric surface potentials. A likely reason for the
strong scattering of the results is the random distribution of free surface
charges on CNCs. Consequently, the more free surface charges are
present on CNCs the stronger are the attractive electrostatic forces with

QRZ, however, the free surface charges oriented towards the aqueous
phase interact strongly with water molecules preventing the rupture of
the water film during flotation. Therefore, a closer investigation of the
electric surface potential of CNC-coated minerals is necessary for pre-
dicting the flotability of the mineral phases. In Fig. 6, the flotabilities
for QRZ and HEM coated with CNCs are shown as a function of the
constant electric surface potential of CNC-coated minerals. The results
obtained using the constant surface charge are shown in Supplement E.

The highest flotability of QRZ correlates with an almost neutral
electric surface potential of the CNC-coated mineral, which highlights
the importance of the presence of free charges on the surface of CNC-
coated minerals. Interestingly, the highest flotation recovery and the
strongest interaction forces between HAC and QRZ (see Fig. 3) are
obtained for the same conditions using constant electric surface po-
tentials. Accordingly, an almost ideal compensation of the electric
surface potential of QRZ was reached by the adsorption of HAC, which
is predominantly oriented with its free surface charges towards the
mineral surface leading to strong attractive forces (cylindrical orienta-
tion) and simultaneously the hydrophobization of the QRZ surface.
Furthermore, the flotabilities of QRZ show a higher sensitivity for po-
sitive than negative electric surface potentials. This is explained by the
high number of free surface charges of CNCs at pH 3 and 5, which leads
to an overcompensation of the electric surface potential of QRZ. Con-
sequently, the probability that free surface charges are also oriented
towards the aqueous phase is high at pH 3 and 5 resulting in the hy-
dration of free surface charges and a stable water layer on mineral
surfaces. With increasing pH the number of free surface charges de-
creases, and supposing a strong attraction between free surface charges
with opposite sign, CNCs orient themselves to contact as many proto-
nated amine groups as possible with free surface charges of QRZ. It is
this reason why QRZ is sufficiently coated with CNCs even though the

Fig. 3. Dependence of interaction forces between HAC and QRZ (left) or HEM (right) dispersed in NaCl (grey) or MgSO4 (red) background salt solutions on the
constant electric surface potential (above) or charge (below), the distance and the spherical (bright) or cylindrical (dark) orientation of CNCs; lines to guide the eyes.
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electric surface potential is not completely compensated by CNCs.
Nonetheless, with increasing negative surface potentials of CNC-coated
QRZ the probability of an orthokinetic particle-bubble attachment de-
creases. The importance of free surface charges of CNCs on the flotation
process may also be derived from the results obtained at pH 5 and 9.
The results of the DLVO theory show that the attractive forces between
CNCs and QRZ are significantly stronger at pH 5 than at pH 9, based on
stronger electrostatic attractions between them at pH 5 due to the
presence of more protonated amines on the surface of CNCs. However,

the flotability of QRZ was similar using HAC at both pH values and
higher using BAC at pH 9 compared with pH 5. In the case of HAC, a
lower coverage of QRZ with CNCs is expected at pH 9 relative to pH 5
but the efficiency of particle-bubble attachment is increased at pH 9 due
to less free surface charges on CNCs. Consequently, the possibility of the
presence of free surface charges oriented towards the aqueous solution
is smaller, and thus the surface wetting properties of the minerals
rendered more hydrophobic at pH 9 relative to pH 5. The flotation
recoveries of QRZ obtained using HAC at pH 9 prove the presence of

Fig. 4. Theoretical adsorption densities which are required to lift QRZ or HEM coated with HAC in spherical (left) or cylindrical (right) orientation dependent on the
constant electric surface potential (above) or charge (below) at a distance of 0.3 nm dispersed in background salt solutions.

Fig. 5. Interaction forces over flotabilities of QRZ (grey) and HEM (red) coated with CNCs in cylindrical orientation at a distance of 0.3 nm in background salt
solutions dependent on the constant electric surface potential (left) or charge (right). The error bars represent standard deviations and the straight lines the linear fits
with coefficients of determination.
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adsorbed species, and therefore the effect of functional groups, forming
local negative electric surface potentials, on interactions with QRZ is
negligible even at high pH values. For the interpretation of flotation
recoveries using BAC the different degree of protonation, which is
greater relative to HAC at the same pH value (see Table 2), and the
shorter hydrocarbon chain must be considered. Therefore, an increase
of the flotability of QRZ with increasing pH is recognized which cor-
responds with a decrease of the concentration of protonated amines on
the surface of BAC. Due to a shorter hydrocarbon chain, leading to a
lower degree of hydrophobization and a higher degree of protonation,
the probability of free surface charges oriented towards the aqueous
solution is greater leading to smaller flotation recoveries in acidic
conditions relative to HAC (Laitinen et al., 2016). By contrast, the flo-
tation recovery using BAC is greater relative to HAC at pH 9. The
conclusion may be derived that sufficient free surface charges are
present on the BAC surfaces at pH 9, which are oriented towards the
QRZ surfaces leading to a sufficient adsorption on and the subsequent
hydrophobization of the mineral surfaces. This is an interesting finding
highlighting the individual effects of the hydrocarbon chain lengths and
the distributions of free surface charges of CNCs on the flotability of
QRZ. Accordingly, HAC changes the wetting properties of the minerals
more hydrophobic than BAC due to the longer alkyl chain length,
however, the distribution of the amine groups and their state of pro-
tonation has to be taken into account, which may lead to an opposite
result that higher flotabilities are obtained for BAC than for HAC, as
shown at pH 9.

In the case of HEM the flotabilities were small throughout the
conditions examined with a maximum recovery of 18%, and thus the
material collected in the overflow may be regarded as entrainment. The
most probable reason for the low flotabilities are the weak attractive
forces acting between HEM and CNCs. These results emphasize that
CNCs may be employed efficiently as a collector for the separation of
QRZ from a QRZ-HEM mixture.

4. Conclusion

This study focused on the investigation of the strength of interactions
between CNCs and the minerals and the feasibility to use CNCs as a
collector in the selective flotation of QRZ. At the same time, a more
detailed evaluation of the effects of the various sizes and orientations as
well as the heterogeneous electrostatic surface characteristics of CNCs
and the conditions of the aqueous phase on CNC-mineral interactions and
flotabilities is given. For estimating interaction forces between CNCs and
the minerals the DLVO theory was used, comprising the Hamaker

approach and electrostatic interactions derived from electrophoretic
mobility tests. In general, the use of the constant electric surface charge
led to stronger interactions between CNCs and the minerals in NaCl,
while the constant electric surface potential led to stronger interactions
in MgSO4 solutions. The reason may be the strong interactions between
Mg+2 and SO4

−2 ions with CNCs and the minerals compensating the
electric surface charge more efficiently than Na+ and Cl− ions. In the
case of QRZ the strongest attractive interactions with CNCs were ob-
tained using the constant electric surface charge, but sufficiently strong
attractions between them were obtained for all conditions examined. In
contrast, the interactions between CNCs and HEM were repulsive under
acidic conditions and only slightly attractive under basic conditions.
Thus the assumption was done, based on calculated adsorption densities
required to lift a mineral particle through the flotation pulp to the froth,
that at least a ten times smaller coverage of QRZ with CNCs is necessary
to allow orthokinetic particle-bubble attachment. However, a direct
correlation between the interaction forces and flotabilities has not be
found. The results obtained were quite scattered which is explained by
the fact that the presence of oppositely-charged surfaces leads to strong
electrostatic attractions between CNCs and the minerals, while at the
same time, the more protonated amines are present on the CNC surface
the higher is the probability that free surface charges are oriented to-
wards the aqueous phase, which leads to their hydration rendering CNC-
coated mineral surfaces more hydrophilic. The optimum conditions for
employing CNCs for the selective flotation of QRZ were investigated by
the correlation between the electric surface potential or charge of CNC-
coated minerals with their flotation recoveries. The results showed that
the optimum condition for BAC was at pH 9 in both background salt
solutions and for HAC at pH 7 in a MgSO4 solution irrespective of the use
of the constant electric surface potential or charge. The conclusions on
the behaviour of CNCs as a collector of QRZ are graphically summarized
as a Gedankenexperiment in Fig. 7.

Under the optimum conditions CNCs possess a sufficient electric
surface potential or charge to interact strongly with the mineral sur-
faces. Furthermore, CNCs orientate themselves during adsorption in
that way that their free surface charges occupy the high-energy surface
sites of the minerals and only a few free surface charges of CNCs may be
oriented towards the aqueous solution leading to the hydrophobization
of mineral surfaces. The maximum flotation recoveries obtained for
QRZ with HAC were about 85%, which is a promising result for the use
of sustainable and environment-friendly HAC as a collector in flotation.
At the same time, the small flotation recoveries for HEM (<18%) in-
dicate the potential of CNCs to be used for the selective flotation of QRZ
from a QRZ-HEM mixture.

Fig. 6. Flotabilities of QRZ (left) and HEM (right) using HAC (grey) and BAC (red) dispersed in NaCl (dark) or MgSO4 (bright) background salt solutions over electric
surface potentials. The error bars represent the standard deviations in the case of flotation recoveries and 95% confidence intervals in the case of electric surface
potentials.
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